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ABSTRACT
Currently, vehicles are customized to be a secure mobile information
system. A crucial aspect is to authorize the access to a vehicle while
in the parking, i.e., to secure the digital periphery of the vehicle.
We propose a solution to avoid an unauthorized access and provide
a consequent privilege to start the engine of a parked vehicle via
mutual authentication between the vehicle and the paired original
keyfob. These authentication messages can be relayed by an active
adversary, thereby, can amplify the actual distance between the au-
thentic vehicle and the keyfob. Eventually, through this malicious
relaying an adversary can possibly get access to the vehicle, without
any effort to generate or decode the crypto credentials. Our solution
utilizes the keyfob holder’s gait observation from vehicle during a
pre-defined time interval. Evidently, the larger is the difference be-
tween the gait observation at the vehicle and the original gait, the
larger is the probability that adversarial relaying is active.

Problem statement. The problem is to avoid an unauthorized
remote vehicle access via fabricated Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion (RFID). Conventionally, keyless entry systems provide an au-
tonomous sensing. Such that the parked vehicle keeps on sensing
the presence of authentic keyfob in the proximity, e.g. regular bea-
con solicitation. The authentic keyfob must be present in the prox-
imity and respond back to these soliciting beacons from the parked
vehicle. However, the absence of the authentic keyfob within the
sensed region can be amplified hence faked using another RFID en-
abled keyfob. The malicious keyfob would create an illusion of the
shorter distance by amplifying and relaying the signals between both
parties. Moreover, considering a mighty adversarial environment,
authentic challenge-response pairs can be recovered to fabricate a
duplicate keyfob [1].
Essentially, (1) There must be a mutual authentication. (2) Ini-
tial pairing as a part of knowledge verification. (3) The challenge-
response verification based on a pre-defined commitment to avoid an
attack scenario in which the adversary might respond with any ran-
dom response for an authentic challenge. Thus the recipient must
be able to verify the validity of response, i.e. response should be in
correspondence with the current challenge. (4) there must also be a
proximity check to avoid any distance frauds [2].

Our contribution. Our solution provides, Knowledge based initial
pairing: A most recent internal state of any vehicle is known only to
the keyfob in current use. Therefore, every time a vehicle changes its
internal state, the corresponding commitment data is also changed.
In particular, only a key that was used during the last drive would be
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Figure 1: Remote key authentication

in possession of the correct internal state of the vehicle, as shown in
Figure 1. Commitment based authentication: An inherently chang-
ing commitment data is retained between the vehicle and authentic
keyfob via black-box. Triangulation based localization: An instant
gait verification is done at the vehicle and moving keyfob holder,
simultaneously the direct communication between the two would
yield the same gait observation, as opposed to an attack scenario.
In particular, no additional hardware integration within the internal
vehicle network is required. In short, gait observation at the static
vehicle would differ with the gait observation at the keyfob holder,
if an active relaying is being involved during the communication.

Authentication model. The adversary model1 is defined within the
scope of attacks such as, Distance fraud. According to the distance
fraud an authentic prover claims to be at certain distance (thereby,
legal to access the services) while actually being far away from the
claimed distance with respect to the verifier. Mafia fraud. According
to the mafia fraud an adversary tries to utilize a separate channel and
an accomplice to extract and relay, respectively, the credentials from
an authentic prover (actually not interested in any service access).
Therefore, adversaries collude and relay the secure access code to
break in the verifier (ideally meant to prohibit this adversarial ac-
cess to services). Terrorist fraud. According to the terrorist fraud
an authentic prover assists with the adversary (by handing over se-
cret component) to impersonate in front of the verifier. The attack
scenario is practically feasible however, it certainly requires more
sophisticated identity verification such as biometrics.
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1Note that the system settings have been defined within the scope
of autonomous configurations such as the availability of internal ve-
hicle networks (CAN, LIN, and MOST), IEEE 802.11p and DSRC
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